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Helping you create the perfect business! 

“Remedy your deficiencies, 

and your merits will take 

care of themselves.” 

Edward Bulwer-Lytton 

November 2015 

W elcome to the 
November issue of BB. 
As accountants we are 

privileged to work with many 
different types of businesses. 
Some are obviously more 
successful than others. 

But what I know to be true is that the 
path to success is rarely ever 
straightforward. The image below I 

think perfectly 
shows the 
‘perception’ 
and the ‘reality’ of attaining success 
(whatever ‘success’ means to you).  

In all my years I can’t recall any 
successful business that attained 
success without obstacles, challenges, 
or problems along the way. In fact, 
when I meet with start-ups, whilst I 
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Proven Strategies To Help You Build A Better Business 

P 
erformance reviews are 

a lot more than a way to 

‘check in’ on employees. 

They produce outcomes that 

benefit both the employee and 

manager.  

Most employees don’t like having 

a performance review because 

they can’t express their true   

feelings and they never seem to 

have an outcome that makes 

them happy.  

But performance reviews   

shouldn’t be a dreaded activity. 

They aren’t put in place to make        

anyone’s life worse, but actually 

to enhance job performance and 

give coaching to areas that need 

improvement.  

No one should go into a            

performance review without   

already having an idea on their 

performance and what their    

employer thinks of it. 

BEFORE THE MEETING 

Don’t wait until the performance 

reviews to tell employees how 

you feel towards their work ethic. 

If someone does something     

particularly well - praise them; if 

they seem disconnected from 

their work – approach them. 

This is one way of avoiding nasty 

surprises during the review, as 

well as looking like you’ve been 

taking a back seat.  

Establish the purpose of the 

meeting. What do you want     

employees to take away?           

Reviews are not a one-way      

conversation, but a discussion for 

both parties to express their    

feelings and see what changes 

can be made to improve the    

business.   

Reviews are a process to take 

positive steps. 

Send out a form to employees 

asking them to answer questions 

that can help guide the meeting. 

A typical employee waits for their 

review to ask for a pay rise, job 

promotion, etc. By getting a feel 

before the meeting, you know 

what to expect. This also keeps 

the meeting structured, so all   

important topics are discussed.  

Take these meetings seriously 

and your employees will too. 

Their answers should be kept 

private - and plan the times and 

dates of the meetings well in      

advance.  

Just have you and the employee 

in the room at the time. Having      

a room full of managers is         

intimidating.  

Conduct Successful  
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obviously encourage  the owner(s), 
one thing I always mention is to expect 
‘humps’ and ‘obstacles’ in the road and 
to meet them head-on when they 
occur (rather than ignoring them). 

There’s absolutely no shame in having 
to deal with the challenges of running 
a business. I do think it’s harder now 
to run a business. For example, the 
online world has made competition 
even more significant (once, you only 
had to contend with local competitors; 
now, ‘local’ means WORLDWIDE!). 

But no matter what business you’re   
in, it’s these challenges that make us 
all stronger, battle-hardened and 
wiser. 

And whilst it’s sensible to expect a 
rocky road from time to time, you 
should take comfort in the fact that 
you can draw upon the experience of 
others (your accountant, for 
example!!!). 

What many business owners seem to 
forget is that their accountant is 
arguably in the perfect position to 
help. We come across literally 
hundreds and hundreds of challenges 
that our clients face, and that makes  
us experienced problem-solvers.       
We like to ‘roll our sleeves up’ and    
get stuck in. That’s one of the             
best things about being an    
accountant. After all, success is rarely 
achieved without the help of       
others!  

CA 
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DURING THE MEETING 

Start off on a positive note            

to reaffirm the employee’s 

strengths. Performance reviews 

are a great opportunity to show 

how much you appreciate their 

hard work. Give examples of 

work they’ve produced, and don’t 

just use recent projects.  

Be specific. Do you like                 

the employee’s attitude?     

Friendliness? Writing skills? 

Punctuality? 

This is the time to celebrate their 

strengths, and if you’re struggling 

to find any… then maybe it’s time 

to reconsider their role. 

Tell top performers how their 

performance has impacted the 

business.   

Keep the review work-related. 

Maybe you’d prefer some people 

to be more talkative, but you can’t 

criticise a person for who they 

are, only for what they do at 

work. Treat your employees like 

human beings. 

An effective performance review 

requires a two-way conversation. 

Have questions that require the 

employee's input. Questions such 

as “What do you think needs to be 

involved in our new product?” 

This shows the employee that 

their opinion matters and this is a 

great exercise to bring out the 

best in employees. We can get in 

the rut of plodding along in our 

roles, but it’s great to have a     

reminder that you matter.  

The review should be an open  

forum for employees to express 

what they enjoy and don’t enjoy 

about their role. This is arguably 

the most important part of the 

meeting. If your employees are 

unhappy, you’re in trouble. Any 

concerns that they have should be 

addressed. (This can also give you 

a feel for if the employee actually 

enjoys their job.) 

Ask them to say 5 things they like 

about their job and 5 things they 

don’t. This will encourage the shy 

ones to open up without feeling 

that they’re opening a can of 

worms. 

Delve into issues that are           

important to the employee. Job 

satisfaction is the most important 

thing to employees, so discuss 

ideas that can increase it. 

Really listen to what they’re    

saying and see if you can notice a 

pattern between all employees.  

Performance Reviews 

Dumb          
Criminals 

Herzog Would Have A Field Day 

Calling all hippies. What’s the most 
mentally unstable activity in which 
you’d partake for the sake of 
nature? Would you camp alone for 
days Paulsen-style? Dog sled 
through the Arctic London-style? Or 
would you quit eating meat 
Thoreau-style? No matter which, 
you’re pretentious. 

At least one man knows how to 
release any inhibition regarding 
counterculture standards. In order 
to exhibit his love for bears, he 
donned a bear costume and 
proceeded to harass the objects of 
his affection. According to 
Huffington Post, a mother and her 
cubs were innocently fishing for 
salmon when this impostor 
intruded on family dinner in full 
view of tourists. Luckily, the 
unidentified man was neither eaten 
nor arrested. In fact, now that he’s 
lost his job as a fish counter, he 
might even be eligible for a job at 
Chuck E. Cheese. 
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Continued on page 4... 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/man-in-bear-costume-harasses-mother-bear-and-cubs_55ce41e7e4b0ab468d9d534f?utm_hp_ref=dumb-criminals&kvcommref=mostpopular
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Are they addressing any issues 

that you can help to resolve? Or 

that you think need resolving? 

How is what they’re saying       

affecting your business? 

Your goal is to make the            

employee feel inspired to work 

harder after the meeting, not to 

feel unmotivated and down.  

Don’t agree to things you aren’t 

100 percent sure about. If you 

promise a pay rise and don’t     

deliver, you’re doing more     

damage than if you said “no”.   

An important question to             

employees that is sometimes    

overlooked is, “What duties does 

your role entail?” This tells  

you what an employee thinks 

they’re expected to do. This      

answer gives you everything 

you  need to know about their job 

prospects, enjoyment, passion, 

etc. 

Another question that is a must 

ask is, “How do you see your role 

progressing in the next year?” 

You want your team to love their 

career, but if they tell you they’d 

rather do something completely 

different, you know you have a 

decision to make. But this is also a 

chance to see where they see 

their future - if it’s with you, if 

they want their role to change, if 

they’re happy not committing to 

any work… it’s important you 

know. 

Don’t end on a bad note. Say    

everything that needs to be said 

in the meeting. 

AFTER THE MEETING 

The worst thing you can do from 

now is to just forget about        

everything that was discussed in 

the review, or to have made 

promises that you suddenly      

realise you can’t keep. 

Stay in contact with employees 

who brought up serious             

issues, and more significantly, 

show that you support             

them by taking steps to           

making a positive work              

environment.  

Email employees a written-up 

copy of the performance review 

so they can reflect. 

Conduct Successful  
Performance Reviews 
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Performance reviews should be taken seriously, but they shouldn’t be intimidating, or 
employees won’t open up the way you want them to! 
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E mail marketing continues to 

rise, and it’s no surprise as 

it’s an effective form of 

communication where you can 

reach out to thousands of people 

just by clicking a few buttons. 

However, because we all get lots of 

emails every day, we become less 

tolerant of those we don't expect and 

are more likely to press the delete 

button than we are to read them 

through.  

This doesn’t mean you shouldn’t use 

email marketing, but you have to 

revise your strategy. Here are a few 

ways to ensure people read your 

emails (and respond to your call to 

actions):  

1. The time you send the email 

really does matter 

The typical person checks their email 

first thing in the morning and last 

thing at night. Although the idea of 

email is to send a non-intrusive 

message to someone for them to read 

when they’re ready, people can soon 

forget to read it once they actually are 

available. 

If someone doesn’t reply to your email, 

try sending it again early in the 

morning, or late at night. 

Instead of just writing content that 

isn’t time-sensitive, angle your email 

around something that is happening in 

the world right now.  

2. Make your email urgent 

It’s not just the time of day you send 

the email that matters, but whether it’s 

urgent or not. We’re all more likely to 

respond to the call to action if there is 

a close deadline. Otherwise, you’ll read 

it and forget about it.  

3. Keep the content short and to the 

point 

Irrelevant words and long 

introductions will just lead people to 

scan through and eventually give up 

reading the entire thing.   

If it takes more than a minute to read, 

it’s too long, and if there are lengthy 

paragraphs, it’ll get ignored. This goes 

without saying, really, but in order for 

your email to be read fluently, keep 

How To Ensure People  
Read Your Emails  

Cryptic              
Puzzle Of 

The Month 
A fire engine was rushing to 
a small fire, 15 miles away. 

The fire engine set out with 
120 gallons of water. 
However, the water tank 
had a leak and the fire 
engine was losing water at 
the rate of 2 gallons per 
minute. 

The fire engine travelled at 
a constant 30 miles per 
hour. 

The fire required 50 gallons 
of water - did the fire 
engine have enough water 
when it arrived? 

ANSWER ON PAGE 6 
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Steve Hackney—Helping you to quickly 
grow your business 

Continued on page 6... 
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sentences short, include subheadings, 

keep paragraphs to just a few lines, 

and include plenty of space between 

each paragraph.  

4. Be clear about what you’re 

asking for  

An email that has no call to action 

won’t help your business to grow.  

Having a goal from your reader is 

essential.  

Do you want them to meet with you? 

Call you? Book a meeting? Be honest 

with yourself about your goals and it 

will help to angle the email. Or the 

reader will be left asking “What now?” 

5. Get your subject lines right 

You should spend more time 

composing a subject line than writing 

the email itself, because most people 

decide to open an email based on the 

content in the subject line.  

The most important thing is to keep 

them personal and not generic. You 

won’t stand out against the 100 other 

emails they’ll receive that day if you 

don’t.  

How do you keep them personal? 

Make sure you’re sending the recipient 

an email they will care about and 

relate to. Before you hit send, ask 

yourself, ‘Will this person want to 

know this?’ 

The same goes for the email itself. 

‘Dear sir/madam’ or ‘To whom it may 

concern’ makes it obvious that you’re 

mass-sending this email. Use the 

person’s name. 

Don’t forget about yourself either. On 

the ‘from’ field, use your name and not 

your firm’s name… just like you 

wouldn’t direct the email to the 

recipient’s company.  

It’s tempting to use words you think 

will lure people in, such as ‘free’, 

‘reminder’ and ‘percent off’. Spam 

filters work by picking out words such 

as these, so avoid using them in your 

subject lines.   

Keep it to 50 characters or less - and 

using a question will help to urge 

people to open the email. Using 

capitals looks like you’re trying too 

hard to get attention, so keep these to 

a minimum.  

When it comes to sending the next 

email to the recipient, change the 

subject line so it isn’t too similar to the 

previous one, or your emails become 

predictable and lack originality.    

6. Make everything about your team  

If people wanted to read about your 

firm and what services you offer, they 

could just visit your website. 

How is what you’re writing beneficial 

to others? People won’t respond if they 

don’t see how it will make their life 

easier/better.   

7. Convey a clear call to action 

Your email should have a clear 

objective. If people just read your 

email and that’s it, you’ve  

missed a huge opportunity. 

In the first paragraph include what it is 

you are asking for, but don’t ask or 

expect too much.  

Feel free to ask the person how they 

are, or questions about their firm that 

prompt a reply.  

Even if you’ve done everything listed 

here, you should still measure how 

many people have opened the emails 

and the response rate you get. If 

people aren’t opening your emails, you 

can try testing different subject lines 

and sending them at different times.   

Conclusion 

Test everything and try again! Hook 

your reader from the beginning to 

keep them until the end of the email.  

Always keep in mind that you want 

your reader to do something with your 

email, and not just read it and nothing 

else. Whether it’s to use your service, 

book a meeting, etc., give them a 

reason to. 

CRYPTIC PUZZLE  
ANSWER 

Answer: Yes. 

The journey took 30 minutes. 

In that time the fire engine lost 60 
gallons of water - leaving 60 gallons 
with which to fight the fire. 

Continued from page 5... 



 

 

Providing sound financial advice 
that meets expectations is only 
half the story. It is the tailored 
strategic advice honed over 
many years that forms the 
foundation of our partnership 
with HID.                                                                                    

Simon Whitely  
Corex Plastics(Australia) Pty Ltd  

 

Con Antonio has been assisting 
me with my personal and 
company tax returns for almost 
15 years. Con has always been 
very professional and 
knowledgeable in his field of 
expertise. He has provided me 
with his expert advice to help me 
with my accounting and financial 
needs. Con is always happy to 
assist when I need him. Sorry for 
having to book appointment to 
see you around lunch time to 
accommodate with my work 
commitments, thanks a lot for 
your flexibility.  

Kifli Yong  
Memxus Corporation  

We have been using Hid as our 
accountants and advisers for the 
past 33 years, in that time we 
have owned and sold 4 very busy 
businesses in Victoria . Michael 
has handled our accounts for all 
that time, his advise has allowed 
us to achieve record sales in all 
the businesses. We have since 
moved to Queensland and we are 
running a busy service workshop 
but weren't achieving the profits 
we were looking for. Michael had 
a look at the books and gave us 
some very good advise and we 
now are firing on all cylinders, 
thanks all at Hid for all your help.  
 

Neville Dossett  
Moondance Pty Ltd  

 

We at El Nazza P/L have been 
dealing with Mr Con Antonio and 
his very experience staff for over 
30 Years and still going strong. 
We have moved from one stage 
to another with H I D Group with 
more knowledge and 
understanding each time. They 
have made us grow and divert 
our portfolio over the years and 
we appreciate all the hard work 
and dedication that went in to 
create us as a small company. We 
always and will always 
recommend their services to 
anybody that requires it.  
 

Nagui Yacoub  
El Nazza Pty Ltd  

We are experts at helping our clients 
financially manage and grow their 

business! 

What Our Clients Say About  
HID Group 

Using the BrainTracker grid 
below, how many words can 
you find? Each word must 
contain the central N and no 
letter can be used twice, 
however, the letters do not 
have to be connected. Proper 
nouns are not allowed, 
however, plurals are. Can you 
find the nine letter word? 

Excellent: 46 words. Good: 34 
words. Average: 27 words. 

Brain Tracker: 
How Many 
Words Can 
You Find? 

Proven Strategies To Help You Build A Better Business 
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Our Contact Details: 
 

HID Group 

Level 1, Suite 2 
333 Drummond Street 
Carlton VIC 3233 
03 9341 7333 
sales@hidgroup.com.au 
 

www.hidgroup.com.au 
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Bet You Didn’t Know 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 A person will die from total lack of sleep 

sooner than from starvation (Death can 

occur after about 10 days without sleep 

while starvation takes a few weeks). 

 An individual blood cell takes about 60 

seconds to make a complete circuit of the 

body. 

 Rain contains vitamin B12. 

 The bones of a pigeon weigh less than its 

feathers. 

 The Earth weighs 

6,588,000,000,000,000,000 tons. 

 Clinophobia is the fear of going to bed. 

 Blonde beards grow faster than darker 

beards. 

 All the blinking in one day equates to having 

your eyes closed for 30 minutes. 

Ask Us About Our Unique                                              
Accounting & Business Services... 

 
Value-Added Services:  
 

Business PerformanceTRACKER – Monitoring The Health Of Your 
Business 

 

DecisionMAKER – Looking To The Future To Guide Your Decision-
Making Today 
 

BusinessBUILDER – Raising The Funds To Fuel Your Growth 
 

ProfitSAFE – Keeping Your Money In Your Hands 
 

FutureSAFE – Guiding You Into A Successful Life Beyond Your Business 
 

Compliance Services: 
 
Personal Tax Returns | Income Statements | Business Accounts |  
Company Accounts | Company Tax Returns | Companies House Returns | 
Statutory Audits | 
 
Other Unique Benefits: 
 

 FREE No-Obligation Initial Meeting 

 Unlimited FREE Support  

 3-Step Service GUARANTEE 

 FREE Access To One Of The World’s Leading Marketing Systems 

 Fixed All-Inclusive Monthly Fee  
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